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Saving Nature
حفظ طبیعت

Exercise (1)
Vocabulary / Speaking / Reading
Match the Picture with the word or phrases

1

cutting down the trees.

2

. تصویر را با واژه یا گروه واژهها مطابقت دهید1

1

water the plants.

Which is good for the environment / nature? Which is bad?

 طبیعت خوب است و کدام یک بد/  کدامیک برای محیط زیست2

a

b

. را نیز مدنظر قرار دهندenvironment  و یاthe earth، our plante  همکاران واژههای رایج دیگر مانند: توصیه میشود1

کتاب کار زبان پایه دهم
3

Write each of the following nouns in its proper place.

. هر واژه (اسم) را برای مکان مناسب بنویسید3
a cat – a goat – a wolf – a whale – a lizard – a lion – a duck

....................

4

....................

....................

....................

....................

.................... ....................

Now, divide them in two groups.
Gorup A (domestic) اهلی

Gorup B (wild) وحشی

Word Bank A

take care of (phr.v) = look after

مراقبت کردن از

Who’s taking care of the children while you are away?
save (v): rescue, to keep something so that you can use it later

 ذخیره کردن،نجات دادن

Emergency aid (help) could save millions of threatened with flood.

سیل

Planet (n): a very large round object in the space that moves around the sun or
another star

سیاره

Mercury is the smallest of all the planets.
sea (n) the large area of salty water that covers much of the Earth’s surface.
A little cottage by the sea.

دریا

forest (n): A large area of land that is covered with trees.

جنگل

the danger of forest fires
jungle (n): [Jan gala he

]از واژه سانسکریت

a thick tropical forest with many large plants growing very close together.
the Amazon jungle
tiger(n): a large wild animal that has yellow and black lines on its body and is a
member of the cat family

ببر

paper tiger
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wild (adj): living a natural state, not changed or controlled by people
≠ tame

اهلی

وحشی

wild animals

a field full of wild flowers
destroy (v) to damage something so badly that it no longer exists
or can not be used or repaired
destruction (n)

 تخریب کردن،ویران کردن

The school was completely destroyed by fire.
Plan (n) something you have decided to do

تخریب

 نقشه،طرح

His plan is to get a degree in economics.
Do you have any plans for the weekend?

lion (n): a large animal of the cat family that lives in Africa
and parts of Southern Asia. Lions have gold – colored fur and
the male has a mane (=long hair around its neck)
Persian lion

شیر

die out (phr v): to disappear or stop existing completely.


ناپدیدشدن،منقرضشدن

The wild population of Persian tiger is in danger of dying out.

natural (adj): existing in nature and not caused, made, or controlled
by people

طبیعی

≠ artificial, man – made

مصنوعی

natural flowers

Zebra (n); an animal that looks like a horse but also has black and white lines all
over its body.

گورخر
Plain (n): an area without any water and trees…

دشت

protect against/from (v): to keep some one or something safe

public pressure to protect the environment is strong and
growing.
injured (adj): hurt or physically harmed.

 مصدوم،مجروح

instead of: in place of someone or somthing else.
There’s no coffee-would you like a cup of tea instead
(instead of coffee)
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 به جای،در عوض

کتاب کار زبان پایه دهم
Try to make sentence with the following words by asking your teachers to help you.

5

. سعی کنید با کمک معلم خود برای کلمات زیر جمله بسازید5
jungle
Persian lion
die out
natural
zebra
plain
North – west
Injured
A few = not many but enough
human
future= the time after now
Protect
would like (to)
Plain

)

Exercise (3
Vocabulary

A Choose the correct answer.
1 To .................... our planet, everybody should try to protect the environment.
1)

destroy

2)

damage

3)

save

4)

take

2 A: would you like to go out with us?
B: Sorry. My mother is ill, I have to stay at home and .................... of her.
1)

look after

2)

take care

3)

look out

4)

take away

slow

4)

domestic

4)

cutting down

3 A tiger is a .................... animal, but a cat is not.
1)

wild

2)

weak

3)

4 They are ................. the trees, so they are destroying the forests.
1)

watering

2)

growing

3)

Planting

5 The world population of koalas is in danger of .................... out. It has already disappeared and
they no longer exist.
1)

growing

2)

putting

3)

dying

4)

leaving

6 The number of Iranian cheetahs has decreased sharply, to nearly 70 of them. It is a/an ............ animal.
1)

saved

2)

growing

3)

existing

4)

endangered
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7 We have some .................... to protect the endangered animals.
1)

plans

2)

protects

3)

plains

4)

dangers

8 If you want to learn better, please pay close .................... to what your teachers say.
1)

protection

2)

expression

3)

attention

4)

practice

3)

little

4)

a little

4)

east

9 A: Did many people come to the meeting?
B: Not many, only .................... came.
1)

few

2)

a few

10 All humans must take care of the .................... to save our lives.
1)

plans

2)

nature

3)

native

B Choose the number of 8 animals and write them down in the blanks.

.ب هشت حیوان را انتخاب کنید و نام آنها را در جای خالی بنویسید
jungle – whale – nation – zebra – camel – zookeeper – mouse – wolf – lion – endanger
cheetah – goat – nature

1

..........................

2

..........................

3

..........................

4

..........................

5

..........................

6

..........................

7

..........................

8

..........................

.ج کدام واژه با بقیه همخوانی ندارد

C One odd out
..........................

1 endangered / danger / risk / live

..........................

2 die out / continue to live / kill / hunt

..........................

3 jungle / zebra / environment / forest

..........................

4 lion / tiger / sheep / bear
5 area / plain / wild life / jungle

..........................

D Match columns A and B and write collocations.

. را با هم ترکیب کنید و همنشین بنویسیدB  وA د ستونهای
A

B

endangered

(......)

a nature

save

(......)

b care of

Pay

(......)

c dangers

take

(......)

d animals

Protect against (......)
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e attention

کتاب کار زبان پایه دهم
.س مرتب کنید

E Put in correct order.

1 The nature / should / save / the endangered / protect / humans / and /animals.
2 Iran / needs / beautiful / protection / nature / of / the.
3 some / destroy / the environment / why / people / do / ?
4 the / we / should / earth / to / more / attention / Earth / pay.

Exercise (1) Conversation
1

Listen to the conversation and answer the questions.

. به گفتگو گوش و به پرسشها پاسخ دهید1

Last week Reza and his friend went on a field trip to the north of Iran. Now he is talking
about their trip with another friend.
Poya: Hi, Reza. I didn’t see you last week. Where were you?
Reza: We went on a trip to the north of Iran:
Poya: That’s great. How was it, by the way?
Reza: It was really interesting. The most interesting thing is its nature. You can see the
jungle and the sea at the same time.
Poya: Yes, I have visited the north several times. I would like to go there again.
Reza: What is the best?
Poya: the sea, what about you?
Reza: I like environment especially the jungle, its animals and birds.
Poya: Did you go inside the jungles?
Reza: Only a few kilometers. We saw beautiful trees and wild flowers, It was a bit frightening.
The trees were very close together and sometimes it was dark.
Poya: Did you notice any damage to the nature?
Reza: Yes, unfortunately people are cutting down the trees and destroying the environment.
Poya: That’s right. We should protect it. It is dangerous.
A Answer the following questions orally.

.الف به سؤاالت زیر به صورت شفاهی پاسخ دهید

1 Who went on a trip? .................................................................... .

2 What was the most interesting thing to Reza? .................................................................... .
3 What does Poya like best? .................................................................... .
B True or False (Put T or F)
4

Reza went a lot of kilometers into the jungle.

5

Reza says people are protecting the nature.

6

Reza thinks some people destroy the environment.

  یا نادرست درست

ب
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ق تمرین واژگان
آن چیست؟
.جوابها را عالمت بزنید
).(هدف از این تمرین عالقمند کردن دانشآموز به یادگیری واژه به شیوه کاربردی و رایج است

F Vocabulary practice (General)
What is it?
Mark the answers.

1 You can listen using them and nobody else hear.
a ball –point pen

a mouse

a cup

headphones

2 People in Iran drinks this more than they drink coffee.
a keyboard

a radio

tea

headphones

me

3 It costs a lot of money, it goes very fast and it is often red.
a cat

a dog

the wind

rain

a Ferrari

4 You can drink from it or you can win it at football.
a ball-point pen

a mouse

a cup

a good dictionary

Bill Clinton

5 They have these in Los Angeles and Japan. They are very frightening and the ground trembles
and moves.
movies

earthquakes

trains

planes

me

6 You use this to type information into the computer.
a keyboard

a mouse

cup

headphones

Bill Clinton

7 There is a lot of this in England and it helps make the gardens very green.
movie

earthquake

the wing

rain

thunder

8 A member of the cat family that is wild and has black spots on its fur, and can run extremely fast.
zebra

leopard

dog

lion

thunder

9 It takes off and it lands and it goes very fast.
keyboard

a radio

tea

a plane

me

10 It’s a big noise that comes from the sky.
movies

earthquake

tea

a plane

thunder

11 It makes a lot of noise, it eats bones and it chases cats.

12

a cat

a dog

the wind

rain

thunder

wild

کتاب کار زبان پایه دهم
12 The time after now,
the past

the present

the future

yesterday

the wind

13 One that no longer may exist
saved

risk

dangerous

endangered

14 A very large animal that lives in the sea and looks like a fish, but is acutally a mamal.
a tiger

a whale

a zebra

a horse

15 It likes milk, it sleeps a lot and it chases mice.
a cat

earthquakes

the wind

rain

thunder

16 It contains lots of words, it has a lot of pages and you must have one!
a cat

a dog

a Ferrari

idea

a cup

headphones

17 The most beautiful, most intelligent person in the world.
a lizard

a radio

a cup

headphones

me

18 In place of someone or something else.
in danger

endanger

space

in return

instead

19 We grew up in the countryside surrounded by the beauties of .................. .
lion

nature

animal

a person

place

20 Toxic waste is .................. to human health and the environment. (toxic waste )زباله سمی
a risk

saving

a help

protection

a need

Word Bank B
endangere (V) put at risk, put in danger, threaten


 در معرض خطر قرار گرفتن،به مخاطره انداختن
endangered, dangerous
 خطرناک،در معرض خطر
danger (n),
خطر
The lizards are classed as an endangered species.
mean (v): express signify indicate
The red light means “stop”

معنی دادن

find (v) discover

کشف کردن
I can’t find the car keys.

whale (n): a very large animal that lives in the sea and looks like a fish, but is actually a mamal.
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Panda (n): a large black and white animal that looks like a bear and lives in the mountains
of china.
elephants (n): a very large grey animal with four legs, two tusks(=long curved teeth) a
trunk (= long nose) that it can use to pick things up
increase (v,n): If you increase something, or if it increases, it becomes bigger in amount,
number, or degree.

افزایش دادن

≠ (Antonym): decrease, reduce

کاهش دادن

The population of Iranian tiger has decreased sharply.
Visits to the site have increased threefold since May.
wild life (n): animals and plants growing in a natural way.
Humans shouldn’t destroy wild life habitats.
hope (v): to want something to happen or be true
I really hope everything goes well.
recently (adv): lately, not long ago
More recently he has appeared in a number of films. ً اخیرا
hunter (n): a person who hunts wild animals
anymore (adv); not anymore, not any longer

شکارچی
) دیگر (نه،بیش از این

Nick doesn’t live here anymore.
horse (n): a large strong animal that people ride and use for pulling heavy things.

اسب

Lee had never ridden a horse before.
be interested in (adj): giving a lot of attention to something

عالقمند بودن به

we are interested in protecting nature.

G Match the words and phrases in A with definitions. (There is an extra definition in B)

). اضافه استB  (یک تعریف در. متصل کنیدB واژهها و عبارتهای کادر را به تعاریف کادر
A
save

a a large area of land that is covered with trees

forest

b to damage samething

take care of

c to keep something for later

destroy

d to become larger or bigger

lion
increase
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B

e a lot of attention to something; look after
f a large animal of cat family

کتاب کار زبان پایه دهم
)

Exercise (4
Speaking

Listen to a part of a lecture on “environment” and then answer the questions.

.به گفتگو گوش کنید و به پرسشها پاسخ دهید
Today I am going to talk on an issue which relates to all of us, our lives and future:
The earth and its natural resources.
As you are fully aware, humans have destroyed the nature in several ways such as
cutting down the trees, hunting animals, polluting the environment and so on.
Its our responsibility to stop or at least slow down this process. If we don’t stop it, we
will be endangered.

.الف گزینه درست را انتخاب کنید

A Choose the correct answer:
1 The lecturer is going to talk on .........................
1)

dangers to the planet earth

2)

environment of the talks

3)

our life only		

4)

his responsibility

2 He says that ......................... have destroyed the nature.
1)

many ways

2)

humans

3)

process

4)

resources

4)

resources

4)

stop

3 He mentions that it is our ......................... to stop the process.
1)

resources

2)

ability

3)

responsibility

4 If we don’t ......................... this process, we will be endangered.
1)

start

2)

stay

3)

speed up

B Listen to the following conversations and write the correct answers in the blanks.

 (پس از مطالعه بخش گرامر یک بار دیگر این تمرین.ب به مکالمات زیر گوش دهید و پاسخهای درست را در جاهای خالی بنویسید
).را تکرار کنید
1 Mike: Have you decided where to go for your holiday yet?
Bob: I’m going to Jamaica, but Amir is going to Italy.
2 Bob’s destination ()مقصد: .........................
3 Where is Amir going to on Monday? To the ......................... .
4 You are going to .........................
5 Mohsen: ......................... (visit our) relatives in Tabriz.
6 Pegah: I think we ......................... as usual (stay in Tehran)
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